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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are coming upon a time where the relationship with water is going to be crucial and it is
one of respect and healing. We’ve already seen Hurricane Sandy turning into Super Storm Sandy
and some other issues with water in other places upon the planet. There will be more coming.
We’ve had Neptune retrograde in psychic Pisces which is a very watery sign as well as a very
psychic sign and Neptune of course dealing with the water. And that’s been since June 4 of this
year.

On November 10 or 11-11 in certain places around the globe, Neptune will go direct in that same
psychic sign of Pisces. I expect to see a lot of turbulence and really kind of a commanding of
respect for water.
Now water reveals the secret to life. It is the flow of Creation literally. You think of air and whatnot
but it’s really a liquid universe. Think about things like water takes the path of least resistance and
whatnot. How much water there is in the body and in particular the brain.
And work with your own internal sense of tide. I believe we were having a Full Moon and an Eclipse
when it went retrograde back in June and we have more things coming up here in the future that
are going to rock the boat, so to speak, within the realm of water.
On the upside, you can use the energy much to your benefit. It is a good time to dream a book or
dream a movie script or dream ideal architecture for the New Age or an ideal vehicle design, that
sort of thing or an ideal way to harness solar and wind energy, that sort of thing. So the upside is
that… oh, and water energy of course.
So the upside is you can use it for positive productive cycles. I would say those of you who tend to
need more psychic protection, this would be the time to step that up a bit.
Alright. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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